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Amino groups are important functional groups in the nucleobases of DNA and RNA. Due to their hydrogen bonding potential they are directly involved in stabilizing Watson--Crick and many other base pairing interactions.[1](#anie201904057-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} They also mediate RNA--protein and RNA--ligand interactions.[2](#anie201904057-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} Despite their functional relevance, structural and chemical shift information for amino groups is very limited. The NMR signals of amino groups are difficult to detect in conventional NMR experiments since their proton resonances usually exhibit large line widths. Especially for guanosines and adenosines, normally only a small fraction of the expected signals is observed in conventional ^15^N‐HSQC‐spectra. As a consequence, assignment information for RNA amino groups is scarce in the BMRB database.[3](#anie201904057-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Overall, NMR signal assignments are available for only approximately 20 % of all purine amino groups and for approximately 60 % of all cytidine amino groups. Furthermore, missing signal assignments or the lack of observable amino proton signals severely limits the collection of NOE or hydrogen bond restraints involving nucleobase amino groups.

The line broadening of the proton signals of amino groups is caused by exchange due to the restricted rotation around the C--NH~2~ bond with rates of approximately *k* ~rot‐CN~ ^A^≈400--6500 s^−1^  [4](#anie201904057-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} and *k* ~rot‐CN~ ^G^≈200--1100 s^−1^.[5](#anie201904057-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} In contrast, for amino groups in cytidines, the rotation rate at ambient temperature is considerably slower with *k* ~rot‐CN~ ^C^≈40 s^−1^.[6](#anie201904057-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} As the rates for amino groups in guanosines and adenosines match the difference in chemical shift of the amino group protons, their NMR signals are in intermediate exchange and consequently broadened beyond detectability.[4](#anie201904057-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#anie201904057-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} In order to minimize losses due to exchange, CPMG‐based transfers are utilized in some NMR pulse sequences that correlate amino protons to adjacent nitrogens.[7](#anie201904057-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} However, even then only a subset of the expected resonances can be observed at room temperature.[8](#anie201904057-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}

In contrast to the protons of the amino group, its nitrogen atom exhibits a narrow NMR line shape. It can be easily correlated with adjacent carbon atoms due to sizeable scalar couplings (^1^ *J* ~CN~=20--23 Hz). Therefore, the nitrogen atom can be observed in NMR experiments utilizing carbon detection.[9](#anie201904057-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}

Here, we present a suite of NMR experiments allowing identification and structural characterization of RNA amino groups even in the presence of severe exchange broadening. We introduce a ^13^C‐detected C(N)H‐HDQC experiment, which evolves double quantum (DQ) proton magnetization in the indirect dimension and therefore enables the detection of sharp signals for all amino resonances independent of their barrier to rotation. A conceptually similar approach was recently successfully applied in the development of an N~η~‐DQ experiment for arginine residues in proteins.[10](#anie201904057-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}

Furthermore, we have developed a ^13^C‐detected "amino"‐NOESY experiment in which NOE contacts to the NH~2~‐groups can be observed, which are not detectable in conventional NOESY experiments.

In the following, we discuss the path of magnetization transfer for both of the experiments (Figure [1](#anie201904057-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} and Supporting Information, Figure S1). In the ^13^C‐detected C(N)H‐HDQC experiment, carbon nuclei are excited and the magnetization is selectively transferred to the amino nitrogen via an INEPT‐step. The magnetization transfer from nitrogen to proton follows in a second INEPT‐step and the last nitrogen 90°‐pulse selects 8C~*z*~N~*z*~H~*z*~H~*z*~ longitudinal four‐spin order. This four‐spin order is then further converted into double and zero quantum coherence (8C~*z*~N~*z*~H^+/−^H^+/−^) and the double quantum coherence is selected through phase cycling. After DQ chemical shift evolution, the coherence is transferred back via the nitrogen to carbon where it is then detected.

![Coherence transfer pathways for the C(N)H‐HDQC experiment (A) and for the "amino"‐NOESY experiment with optional ^13^C‐filter (B). The scalar coupling constants relevant for the appropriate magnetization transfers and the detected coherences are annotated accordingly. If not otherwise indicated, the transfer method is INEPT.[11](#anie201904057-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}](ANIE-58-9140-g001){#anie201904057-fig-0001}

This experiment results in a two‐dimensional C−H correlation spectrum correlating double quantum coherence of the amino group protons and SQ coherence of the carbon atom to which the amino group is covalently bound.

In the "amino"‐NOESY experiment, ^1^H *z*‐magnetization with T~1~‐times of approximately 150 ms is transferred via NOE to amino protons within a distance of around 5 Å. Transfer to the adjacent nitrogen follows via hetero‐TOCSY H--N transfer.[12](#anie201904057-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Ultimately, the magnetization is transferred to the adjacent carbon nucleus by an INEPT‐step. The NMR signal is detected on the very sharp resonance signal of the quaternary carbon nucleus. Additionally, a ^13^C‐filter can be applied before the NOESY step. This will eliminate the broad SQ diagonal amino resonances and select for NOESY signals between carbon‐attached protons and NH~2~‐groups.

In both experiments, the last N--C INEPT‐step can be replaced by an IPAP sequence[13](#anie201904057-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} for homonuclear ^13^C‐decoupling to eliminate the multiplet structure that arises from scalar couplings to the adjacent carbon atoms in uniformly ^13^C‐labeled cytidines and adenosines (Supporting Information, Figure S1B,D).

We optimized both experiments using a 14 nt hairpin RNA containing an UUCG tetraloop[8b](#anie201904057-bib-0008b){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#anie201904057-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} and also applied them to the 34 nt GTP class II aptamer.[15](#anie201904057-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} For comparison, a set of experiments including a ^15^N‐HSQC with CPMG transfer[7a](#anie201904057-bib-0007a){ref-type="ref"} (Figure [2](#anie201904057-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} A), a CN‐HSQC[9](#anie201904057-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#anie201904057-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} (Figure [2](#anie201904057-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} B), and a C(N)H‐HSQC (Figure [2](#anie201904057-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} C) were recorded along with the C(N)H‐HDQC experiment (Figure [2](#anie201904057-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} D and Supporting Information, Figure S2). For the UUCG tetraloop RNA, all of the expected correlations between amino group nitrogens and adjacent carbons are observed in the CN‐HSQC. In contrast, in the conventional ^15^N‐HSQC spectrum, signals for the adenosine amino group and all but one (G10) of the guanosine amino groups are missing. Only for the cytidine residues a full set of NH~2~‐group signals is detected because CN‐bond rotation for cytidine is considerably slower. In the C(N)H‐HSQC experiment, additional amino group signals (G1, G9) become observable, but the amino groups of G2, G12, and A4 are still not observed. The detectability of G1 and G9 in the ^13^C‐detected C(N)H‐HSQC can be attributed to the fact that the proton magnetization stays along the *z*‐axis during all INEPT‐transfer steps but is transverse and therefore dephased by rotational exchange during the NH transfer in the ^15^N‐HSQC.

![A) ^15^N‐HSQC, B) CN‐HSQC, C) C(N)H‐HSQC, and D) C(N)H‐HDQC spectra of the amino‐region of the 14 nt RNA with UUCG tetraloop. The HDQC‐experiment was recorded with optimized parameters for each type of nucleotide, but can also be recorded as a single experiment with averaged parameters (see Figure S2 in the Supporting Information). For experimental details, see the Supporting Information.](ANIE-58-9140-g002){#anie201904057-fig-0002}

In contrast, the C(N)H‐HDQC experiment exhibits C−H correlations for all residues. Here, a single signal with a resonance frequency at the average ^1^H chemical shift of the two amino protons can be observed for every residue. When compared to the SQ version of the C(N)H‐experiment a substantial narrowing of all signals is detected as the peak width at half height is now independent of the C−N bond rotation rate (Supporting Information, Figure S3). A significant reduction of the signal line widths is observed for all nucleobases, but it is particularly pronounced for guanosines and adenosines.

We then applied the C(N)H‐HDQC experiment to the 34 nt GTP class II aptamer that contains multiple non‐canonical base pairs. The ^15^N‐HSQC spectrum for this RNA shows only an incomplete set of signals for adenosine and guanosine amino groups. In the carbon‐detected SQ C(N)H experiment only one additional signal for residue G1 can be detected (Supporting Information, Figure S4B), whereas signals for all amino‐group‐carrying residues can be detected in the new C(N)H‐HDQC experiment (Figure [3](#anie201904057-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). It is important to note that the DQ‐experiment yields high quality spectra within a couple of hours even on spectrometers equipped with cryogenic probes optimized for ^1^H‐detection (Supporting Information, Figure S4C).

![A) ^15^N‐HSQC spectrum of the amino‐region of the 34 nt GTP class II aptamer. B, C, and D) C(N)H‐HDQC spectra for the cytidine, adenosine, and guanosine regions, respectively. Signals marked with "\*" are folded in the indirect dimension and resonances marked with "\*\*" appear in the spectrum optimized for adenosines and guanosines as pseudo doublets due to processing and arise from guanosines and adenosines, respectively. For experimental details, see the Supporting Information. C) The secondary structure of the GTP class II aptamer RNA. Arrows indicate the backbone direction (from 5′ to 3′). Base pairs are displayed using the nomenclature from Leontis and Westhof.[18](#anie201904057-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} The structure of the non‐canonical interactions is shown in Figure S5F in the Supporting Information.](ANIE-58-9140-g003){#anie201904057-fig-0003}

With the availability of a complete set of amino proton DQ‐chemical shifts, they can be correlated with structural features of the investigated RNA (Supporting Information, Figure S5). Here, we analyzed the HDQC‐experiments for five RNAs of different structural complexity, including a 329 nt long (CUG)~97~ repeat with G‐rich 5′‐ and 3′‐overhangs.[17](#anie201904057-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} A clear discrimination between canonical and non‐canonical base interactions, occurring in secondary or tertiary structure elements, can be observed.

To gain detailed structural information involving amino proton resonances, we developed a carbon‐detected "amino"‐NOESY experiment. It correlates ^1^H nuclei, which are located approximately 5 Å of an amino group, with the anchoring nucleobase carbon. Applied to the reference 14 nt RNA (Supporting Information, Figure S6), the spectrum shows NOE cross signals for all three nucleotides with an exocyclic amino group. However, it is obvious that very broad amino proton diagonal signals dominate the spectrum. These signals appear at positions, where also cross‐peaks to ribose H1′‐protons are expected. In order to eliminate these non‐informative correlations, a variant of the experiment was established, where only ^13^C‐attached protons give rise to NOE cross signal (Supporting Information, Figure S6, red). Indeed, the resulting spectrum exhibits multiple amino‐to‐backbone correlations that have not been observed previously in conventional proton‐detected NOESY experiments.

When recorded for the 34 nt GTP class II aptamer RNA (Figure [4](#anie201904057-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}), the ^13^C‐detected NOESY experiment yields 22 new, previously unobservable NOE distance restraints. 17 of these restraints are inter‐residual correlations. Furthermore, new NOE interactions for amino groups that did not exhibit meaningful NOEs in ^1^H‐detected spectra were identified, such as for G1 (5′‐terminus), A4, G14, and G32. The majority of these NOE contacts connect amino groups to ribose H1′‐protons of succeeding or cross‐strand nucleotides.

!["Amino"‐NOESY spectrum with (red) and without (gray) ^13^C‐filter of the GTP class II aptamer. Signals marked with "\*\*" appear in the spectrum optimized for adenosines as pseudo doublets due to processing and arise from guanosines. NOE contacts, which could not be detected in ^1^H‐based experiments, are labeled with bold and underlined letters. The water resonance is marked with a dashed line. For experimental details, see the Supporting Information.](ANIE-58-9140-g004){#anie201904057-fig-0004}

The newly observed amino‐group NOEs were integrated as restraints into structure calculations for the GTP class II aptamer, in addition to the previously described set of distance and torsion angle restraints.[15a](#anie201904057-bib-0015a){ref-type="ref"} Importantly, the new restraints are fully compatible with the previously reported structure, as seen from the absence of distance violations in the newly calculated structural bundle. In this case, however, their inclusion does not lead to a significant improvement in the structural precision (RMSD) since the original set of structures for the GTP class II aptamer was already calculated using a large number of NOE, hydrogen‐bond, and torsion‐angle restraints (for example, 25 NOE‐based distance restraints per residue). However, when the structure calculations were repeated without torsion‐angle restraints for residues in non‐canonical elements, the inclusion of the newly observable NOEs involving previously invisible amino groups led to a significant improvement in structural precision (Supporting Information, Table S1 and Figure S7), presumably due to their long‐range nature. Thus, the additional distance information obtained through the ^13^C‐detected "amino"‐NOESY experiment might be particularly valuable in cases where only a limited number of restraints is experimentally accessible. Furthermore, NOE contacts from amino groups can be a decisive factor in the structural characterization of larger systems with dynamic regions. In this case, often only very few NOE contacts are observable. This is particularly relevant when there are no imino proton signals due to fast exchange with water and therefore no information about the orientation of the respective nucleobase can be extracted.

In summary, we provide a set of experiments which enable the detailed structural characterization of RNA amino groups. With the C(N)H‐HDQC experiment a complete set of amino group resonances can be detected for all three amino‐group‐bearing nucleotide types. The obtained chemical shift information enables discrimination between canonical and non‐canonical base interactions in many cases. Furthermore, the reduced sensitivity of amino protons to chemical exchange with water[19](#anie201904057-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} allows us to extract structural information about dynamic regions of RNA and also enables measurements over a wide temperature range. Compared to an imino proton‐based characterization of base pairs, this is beneficial since amino groups are present in three of the four nucleotide types and do not require measurements at low temperatures. Besides chemical shift information, direct structural restraints from the "amino"‐NOESY experiment can be exploited that cannot be observed otherwise. With these experiments, the amino protons succeed imino protons as the standard reporter signal for the characterization of base pair interactions in nucleic acids.
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